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Glassy dynamics in a confluent monolayer is indispensable in morphogenesis, wound healing,
bronchial asthma, and many others; a detailed theoretical framework for such a system is, therefore,
important. Vertex model (VM) simulations have provided crucial insights into the dynamics of such
systems, but their nonequilibrium nature makes it difficult for theoretical development. Cellular
Potts model (CPM) of confluent monolayer provides an alternative model for such systems with a
well-defined equilibrium limit. We combine numerical simulations of CPM and an analytical study
based on one of the most successful theories of equilibrium glass, the random first order transition
theory, and develop a comprehensive theoretical framework for a confluent glassy system. We find
that the glassy dynamics within CPM is qualitatively similar to that in VM. Our study elucidates
the crucial role of geometric constraints in bringing about two distinct regimes in the dynamics, as
the target perimeter P0 is varied. The unusual sub-Arrhenius relaxation results from the distinctive
interaction potential arising from the perimeter constraint in such systems. Fragility of the system
decreases with increasing P0 in the low-P0 regime, whereas the dynamics is independent of P0 in
the other regime. The rigidity transition, found in VM, is absent within CPM; this difference seems
to come from the nonequilibrium nature of the former. We show that CPM captures the basic
phenomenology of glassy dynamics in a confluent biological system via comparison of our numerical
results with existing experiments on different systems.

I. INTRODUCTION

Collective motion of cells in a confluent monolayer
is important in morphogenesis [1–3], cancer metastasis
[3, 4], wound healing [5–8], bronchial asthma [9, 10], ver-
tebrate body axis elongation [11], and many others. Re-
cent experiments [3, 9, 11–15] have shown the dynam-
ics in such cellular systems has remarkable similarities
with that of a glassy system. Glassy dynamics refers
to the extreme slowing down, of the order of 12-14 or-
ders of magnitude, with a small change of control pa-
rameter without any discernible structural signature or
phase transition [16, 17]. The key characteristics of a
glassy system, such as the complex stretched exponen-
tial relaxation [9, 10, 13], the growing dynamic hetero-
geneity characterized through higher order susceptibili-
ties [9, 10, 12, 14], non-Gaussian nature of the displace-
ment distribution [18], etc, are also displayed in the col-
lective dynamics of cellular systems. Importance of the
problem calls for a detailed theoretical framework for the
glassy dynamics in such systems. A confluent monolayer
of cells is different from particulate systems in at least two
crucial aspects: first, the packing fraction is always unity,
and, thus, can not be a control parameter [19, 20], sec-
ond, the inter-particle interaction potential can be varied
as a function of the control parameter.

Inspired by the physics of soap bubbles, vertex models
[21, 22] that represent individual cells by polygons have
provided important insights into the dynamics of such
systems [19, 20, 23–29]. Within vertex models, the ver-
tices of the polygons are evolved with certain rules. The
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cellular perimeter between vertices is either straight by
construction or has a constant curvature, whereas in ex-
periments it can deviate arbitrarily from a straight line
[10, 22, 30]; how this deviation affects the dynamics re-
mains unknown. An important process governing dy-
namics in a confluent cellular monolayer is the T1 tran-
sition or the neighbor exchange process [25, 31]; where
an edge between two cells shrink to zero and a new
one appears perpendicular to it (see Fig. 1(a) for a
schematic illustration). Within vertex models, this pro-
cess is implemented by a perpendicular flip of an edge
whenever its length becomes smaller than a predefined
value, d0; such an implementation necessarily makes the
model nonequilibrium. Moreover, the dynamics crucially
depends on d0 [32], making extension of equilibrium the-
ories for such systems nontrivial and an equilibrium vari-
ant of the model is important. Confluent systems have
shown to exhibit some unusual glassy properties, under-
standing the dynamics of such systems should, therefore,
also be interesting from the perspective of equilibrium
glass transition theories.

The lattice-based cellular Potts models (CPM) [33–35]
define another important class of models for cellular dy-
namics and have been applied to single and collective
cellular behavior [36–39], cell sorting [33, 34], dynamics
on patterned surfaces [40], gradient sensing [40, 41], etc.
Despite the widespread applicability of CPM, its glassy
aspects remain relatively unexplored. To the best of our
knowledge, there exists only one such simulation study
[42], which however did not consider the perimeter con-
straint and, as we show below, models with and without
this constraint are qualitatively different.

The primary difference between CPM and vertex-
based models lies in the details of energy minimization
[43]. Two crucial aspects of CPM, however, make it ad-
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vantageous over vertex-based models: it allows arbitrary
shape of cell perimeters, and T1 transitions are naturally
included within CPM. This latter feature allows to study
the dynamics of the model in equilibrium, which is the
focus of this current study. Although biological systems
are inherently out of equilibrium and activity is crucial,
it is important to first understand the behavior of an
equilibrium system in the absence of activity, which can
be included later [44, 45]. Furthermore, we find that the
dynamics in CPM is similar to that in a vertex model
and the theoretical framework, developed here, can be
applied to the results of vertex-based models [46].

The dynamics of CPM in the glassy regime provides an
alternative and complementary angle to vertex-models to
understand the glassiness in confluent systems. Simula-
tion studies of vertex models have established a rigidity
transition that controls the glassy dynamics and the ob-
served shape index (average ratio of perimeter to square
root of area) has been interpreted as the structural order
parameter of glass transition [9, 19, 20]. We show that
these results are not generic of confluent systems and,
possibly, a consequence of the nonequilibrium nature of
the vertex models. Our aim in this work is twofold: first,
we bridge the gap in numerical results through detailed
Monte-Carlo (MC) based simulation study of CPM in
the glassy regime, and second, we develop the random
first order transition (RFOT) theory [47, 48], one of the
most popular theories of glassy dynamics in particulate
systems, for a confluent system.

The results of the current work can be summarized as
follows: (i) We simulate CPM for a confluent system in
glassy regime and find that the qualitative behaviors of
the dynamics are similar to those in vertex models. (ii)
The target perimeter P0 that parameterizes the interac-
tion potential, plays the role of a control parameter. Ge-
ometric restriction brings about two regimes as P0 is var-
ied; dynamics depends on P0 in the low-P0 regime and is
independent of P0 in the other, large-P0 regime. (iii) One
striking result of our study is the presence of glassy be-
havior in the large-P0 regime, where vertex models show
absence of glassiness, (iv) The rigidity transition of ver-
tex models is absent within CPM; this possibly comes
from the difference of how T1 transitions are included
within the two models. (v) We develop RFOT theory
for confluent systems and the theory agrees well with
our simulation results. (vi) The perimeter constraint is
crucial for the unusual sub-Arrhenius behavior and the
system being confluent alone is not sufficient for such
behavior. (vii) Velocity distribution is non-Gaussian in
the glassy regime in agreement with existing experimen-
tal results. The rest of the paper is organized as follows:
We introduce CPM in Sec. II and describe some basic
characteristics of the system in Sec. III. The main results
of the work, development of RFOT theory for confluent
systems and simulation results in low-P0 and large-P0

regimes are presented in Sec. IV. We show some critical
tests of our theory in Sec. V and comparison with exper-
iments in Sec. VI. Finally, we conclude the paper in Sec.
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FIG. 1. (a) Schematic illustration of T1 transition where
length of the common edge, in (i), between two cells, S1 and
S2, shrinks to zero, in (ii), and finally a common edge between
two cells, N1 and N2, that were not neighbors earlier, forms,
shown in (iii). This process is represented in vertex models
by flipping of an edge, that is directly going from (i) to (iii)
when an edge length becomes smaller than a predefined value,
leading to nonequilibrium nature of the dynamics. (b) Ob-
served shape index, q, as a function of P0 at three different
T ; Pmin = 26 in our simulations. Lowest value of q is given
by geometric restriction in the low-P0 regime and by P0 in
the large-P0 regime. (c) q at Tg as a function of P0 tends
to saturate in the low-P0 regime and increases linearly with
P0 in the large-P0 regime. Right y-axis shows 〈Pi〉 − P0 de-
creases linearly with increasing P0 in the low-P0 regime and
then tends to zero. Each point in (b) and (c) is an average
over 105 t0. (d) Snapshots of neighbor exchange or a T1 tran-
sition process in CPM. Upper and lower panels show two T1
transition events in systems with P0 = 25 at T = 2.0 and
P0 = 32 at T = 0.5 respectively; we follow the time evolution
of four cells shown by the marked regions in the system (left
most figures) and show the configurations of these cells at
three different times. At the first snapshots, S1 and S2 share
a common boundary whereas N1 and N2 don’t. The scenario
reverses in the last snapshots.

VII via a discussion of our results.

II. CELLULAR POTTS MODEL

The cellular Potts model (CPM), also known as the
“extended large-q Potts model” or the “Glazier-Graner-
Hogeweg (GGH) model” [33, 34, 49], is a lattice based
model to simulate the behavior of cellular systems [33,
35, 40]. For the CPM in 2D, we use a square lattice of
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size L× L to represent a confluent cell monolayer. Each
cell in this lattice consists of a set of lattice sites with
the same integer Potts spin (σ), also known as cell in-
dex, where σ ∈ [0, N ], N being the total number of cells;
σ = 0 is usually reserved for fluid that is absent in our
model. The cells in this model are evolved by stochasti-
cally updating one lattice site at a time through Monte
Carlo (MC) simulation via an effective energy function
H [35, 43]:

H =

N∑

i=1

[λA(Ai−A0)2 +λP (Pi−P0)2]+J
∑

〈kl〉
(1−δσk,σl

)

(1)
where σi, (i ∈ 1, . . . , N) are cell indices, N is the total
number of cells, Ai and Pi are area and perimeter of the
ith cell, A0 and P0 are target area and target perimeter,
chosen to be same for all cells. λA and λP are elas-
tic constants related to area and perimeter constraints.
The summation in the last term is taken over all nearest
neighbor sites 〈kl〉, δσk,σl

is the Kronecker delta func-
tion. J gives the strength of inter-cellular interaction,
positive values of J signify repulsion whereas negative J
represents attractive interaction.

Cells can be treated as incompressible in 3D [50]. It
has been found in experiments that the height of a mono-
layer remains almost constant [23]. These two findings
together allows a 2D description of the system with an
area constraint leading to the first term in Eq. (1); A0

gives the target cell area and λA determines the strength
of area fluctuation from A0. On the other hand, mechan-
ical properties of a cell is mostly governed by cellular
cortex [50] and this can be encoded in a perimeter con-
straint with a target perimeter P0 in the form of the sec-
ond term in Eq. (1), with λP determining the strength of
perimeter fluctuation. Inter-cellular interactions through
different junction proteins like E-Cadherins and effects of
pressure, contractility, cell adhesion, etc can be included
within an effective interaction term, the third term in
Eq. (1). The last term in H is proportional to Pi and
can be included within the second term with a renormal-
ized value of P0, however, for ease of discussion we keep
it separately. CPM represents the biological processes for
dynamics through an effective temperature T [33, 35, 51].
Fragmentation of cells is forbidden [52] in our simulation
to minimize noise. We mainly focus on the model with
J = 0 and get back to the model with J 6= 0 and λP = 0,
that was simulated in Ref. [42], later in the paper, in
Sec. V.

III. BASIC CHARACTERISTICS OF THE
DYNAMICS

We next describe some basic characteristics of the dy-
namics in a confluent system from the perspective of our
numerical study of CPM.

Dynamics is independent of A0: When total area
of the system is fixed, H in Eq. (1) becomes independent

of A0. The change in energy coming from the area term
alone for an MC attempt σi → σj between ith and jth
cells is ∆Harea = 2λA(1− Ai + Aj) that is independent
of A0. Since A0 dependence of dynamics can only come
through ∆Harea, the dynamics becomes independent of
A0. This argument can also be extended for a polydis-
perse system. The input shape index, s0 = P0/

√
A0,

therefore, cannot be a control parameter for the dynam-
ics and should be viewed as a dimensionless perimeter;
this result was also found for voronoi model dynamics
[53]. P0, on the other hand, parameterizes the interac-
tion potential and plays the role of a control parameter.

Two different regimes of P0: The observed shape
index, q = 〈Pi/

√
Ai〉, where 〈. . .〉 denotes average over

all cells, tends to a constant with decreasing P0 (Fig.
1b). q seems to be the structural order parameter of
glass transition in vertex models [9, 19, 20], however, as
we show below, such an interpretation is not applicable
for CPM. Pi for a fixed Ai has a minimum value, Pmin,
that depends on geometric constraints, here confluency
and underlying lattice. When P0 is below Pmin, Pi of
most cells cannot satisfy the perimeter constraint in Eq.
(1) as they remain stuck around Pmin. At high T fluid
regime, when dynamics is fast, cell boundaries are irreg-
ular leading to larger values of Pi and q; but, at low T
glassy regime, when dynamics is slow, cell boundaries
tend to be regular leading to lower values of Pi and q.
Figure 1(b) shows q at three different T as a function of
P0; q decreases with decreasing P0 at a fixed T and satu-
rates to 4.11 (the quantitative value is lattice-dependent,
however, the qualitative behavior, we expect, to be inde-
pendent of the lattice). The lowest value of q is dictated
by the geometric restriction in the low-P0 regime. Our
interpretation is consistent with the simulation results
in voronoi models [27, 54] as well as the fact that q in
a large class of distinctly different systems has similar
values [10, 55].

On the other hand, when P0 > Pmin, the large-P0

regime, most cells are able to satisfy the perimeter con-
straint and the lowest value of q is governed by P0, as
deviation from P0 costs energy. We show q at the glass
transition temperature, Tg, (defined as the T when re-
laxation time becomes 104) as a function of P0 in Fig.
1(c); q tends to a constant in the low-P0 regime whereas
it increases linearly with P0 in the large-P0 regime. The
geometric restriction is clearer in the plot of 〈Pi〉−P0; it
decreases linearly with increasing P0 in the low-P0 regime
and then tends to zero. The interfacial tension, defined
as γ = ∂H/∂Pi ∝ (Pi − P0) [37], is non-zero along cell
boundaries in the low-P0 regime and becomes zero in the
large-P0 regime as P0 increases.

T1 transitions within CPM: Dynamics in a biolog-
ical tissue proceeds via a series of complicated biochemi-
cal processes that are simply represented via an effective
temperature T within CPM [35, 51]. This is an extreme
level of simplification from biological perspective, how-
ever, is convenient from theoretical aspects. At the coarse
grained level, T1 transitions where cells exchange their
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neighbors [25] are crucial for dynamics in a confluent sys-
tem. As discussed in the introduction, and illustrated in
Fig. 1(a), implementation of T1 transition within vertex
models is nonequilibrium in nature. On the other hand,
T1 transitions are naturally included within CPM. We
show two such T1 transition processes from our simu-
lations in Fig. (1(d)) for P0 = 25 at T = 2.0 (upper
panel) and for P0 = 32 at T = 0.5 (lower panel). The
T1 transitions within CPM are equilibrium processes and
their rates depend on T and P0; this crucial difference,
compared to vertex models, is important from theoretical
perspective as it allows a well-defined equilibrium limit
of the model and makes it easier to extend equilibrium
theories of glassy dynamics for confluent systems. More
important, as discussed in Sec. IV, this difference of how
T1 transitions are implemented is, possibly, related to
the absence of glassy dynamics in the large-P0 regime
as well as the identification of q as the structural order
parameter of glassy dynamics within the vertex models.

IV. RESULTS

We now present our theory for the glassy dynamics in
a confluent monolayer. The simulation results for glassy
dynamics within CPM, both in the low-P0 and large-P0

regimes, are presented along with the theory.
RFOT theory for CPM: The physics of glassy dy-

namics, even for particulate systems in equilibrium, con-
tinues to be debated leading to many different theories of
glass transition [17, 56]. One of the most successful the-
ories is the random first order transition (RFOT) theory
due to Wolynes, Kirkpatrick and Thirumalai [47, 48, 57–
59]. Despite the intricate microscopic phenomenology,
the theory leads to a simple set of predictions that agree
well with experiments on wide set of glassy systems [48];
our goal in this work is to develop this theory for a con-
fluent system to understand the effect of P0 on the glassy
dynamics.

Within RFOT theory, a glassy system consists of mo-
saics of different states; a nucleation-like argument gives
the typical length scale of these mosaics [48]. Consider a
region of length scale R in dimension d, the energy cost
for rearrangement (changing state) of this region is

∆F = −fΩdR
d + ΓSdR

θ, (2)

where f is the decrease in energy per unit volume due to
the rearrangement, Ωd and Sd, volume and surface of a
unit hypersphere, Γ, the surface energy cost per unit area
and θ ≤ (d− 1) is the exponent relating surface area and
length scale of a region. Within RFOT theory, the drive
to reconfiguration is entropic in nature and given by the
configurational entropy, sc, that can be thought of as the
difference of total entropy of the system and its entropy
if it was allowed to crystallize. Thus, f = kBTsc, where
kB is the Boltzmann constant. Minimizing Eq. (2) with
respect to R, we get the typical length scale, ξ, for the

mosaics as

ξ =

(
θSdΓ

dΩdkBTsc

)1/(d−θ)
. (3)

In general, the interaction potential, Φ, of the system
determines both sc and Γ. Within CPM, the interaction
potential is parameterized through P0, thus, Φ = Φ(P0).
The temperature dependence of Γ is assumed to be linear
[60], thus, Γ = Ξ[Φ(P0)]T and we write Eq. (3) as

ξ =

(
DΞ[Φ(P0)]

sc[Φ(P0)]

)1/(d−θ)
, (4)

where D = θSd/dkBΩd is a constant. Within RFOT
theory, relaxation dynamics of the system refers to re-
laxations of individual mosaics. The energy barrier as-
sociated for the relaxation of a region of length scale
ξ is ∆(ξ) = ∆0ξ

ψ, where ∆0 is an energy scale and
ψ is an exponent. The relaxation time then becomes
τ = τ0 exp(∆0ξ

ψ/kBT ), where τ0 is a microscopic time
scale independent of T , but can depend on interatomic
interaction potential, hence, on P0. Taking ∆0 = κT ,
where κ is a constant [47, 48] and setting kB to unity, we
obtain τ as

ln

(
τ

τ0

)
= κ

{
DΞ[Φ(P0)]

sc[Φ(P0)]

}ψ/(d−θ)
. (5)

Following Refs. [47, 57] we take θ = ψ = d/2 and then
Eq. (5) can be written as

ln

(
τ

τ0

)
=
EΞ[Φ(P0)]

sc[Φ(P0)]
, (6)

where E = κD is another constant. The theory presented
here is similar in spirit with that for a network material
obtained by Wang and Wolynes [61]. Eq. (6) gives the
general form of RFOT theory for the CPM; we obtain the
detailed forms of Ξ(P0) and sc(P0) for different systems
and regimes that we consider below. Our approach is
perturbative in nature and we look at the effect of P0 by
expanding the potential around a reference state.

Low P0 regime: As discussed above, Pi for most cells
are less than P0 in this regime. Figure 2(a) shows a
typical configuration of cells and their centers of mass
for a system, close to glass transition. The mean-square
displacement (MSD) and the self-overlap function, Q(t),
(defined in Appendix A) as a function of time t show
typical glassy behavior (Figs. 2b,c). We define relaxation
time, τ , as Q(t = τ) = 0.3.

We now develop the RFOT theory for CPM in this
regime, where cells are not able to satisfy the perimeter
constraint and the dynamics depends on P0. Within our
perturbative approach we treat a confluent system with

P0 = P ref0 as our reference system around which we ex-
pand the effect of varying P0 on sc and Ξ. Thus, we
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FIG. 2. Behavior of CPM in the low-P0 regime. (a) Typical configuration of a system at P0 = 25 and T = 2.5, close to Tg. Due
to the underlying lattice structure, minimum perimeter configuration for a certain area is a square that shows up in the low
T configuration. (b) Mean square displacement (MSD) and (c) self-overlap function, Q(t), as a function of time t for P0 = 25
show typical glassy behaviors where growth of MSD and decay of Q(t) become slower with decreasing T . (d) Relaxation time
⌧ as a function of T for di↵erent P0, symbols are simulation data and lines are the corresponding RFOT theory plots (Eq. 11).
(e) Angell plot in this regime shows sub-Arrhenius relaxation, symbols are data and lines are RFOT theory predictions. (f)
Simulation data (symbols) for kinetic fragility, (P0), in this regime also agree well with the RFOT theory prediction (line).

have
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��(P0)

����
P ref

0

��(�P0) + . . .

(7)

where �P0 = (P0 � P ref
0 ) and we have ignored higher

order terms. Within RFOT theory, glassiness, that is
the abrupt slowing down of dynamics at low T , results
from a thermodynamic transition taking place at an even
lower T , known as the Kauzmann temperature [62], TK ,
where the configurational entropy of the system vanishes

and ⌧ diverges. Thus, sc[�(P ref
0 )] can be written as

sc[�(P ref
0 )] = �Cp(T � TK)/TK , (8)

where �Cp is the di↵erence of specific heats of the liquid
and the periodic crystalline phase. Within linear order,

��(P0 � P ref
0 ), the change in potential due to a varia-

tion in P0 from the reference state, can be taken to be

proportional to (P0 � P ref
0 ):

�sc[�(P0)]

��(P0)

����
P0=P ref

0

��(P0 � P ref
0 ) = {̄c(P0 � P ref

0 )

�⌅[�(P0)]

��(P0)

����
P0=P ref

0

��(P0 � P ref
0 ) = �{̄s(P0 � P ref

0 ).

(9)

Using Eqs. (7-9) in Eq. (6), we obtain

ln

✓
⌧

⌧0

◆
=

k1 � k2(P0 � P ref
0 )

T � TK + {c(P0 � P ref
0 )

(10)

where k1 = TKE⌅[�(P ref
0 )]/�Cp, k2 = TKE{̄s/�Cp

and {c = TK{̄c/�Cp are all constants. The value of

P ref
0 depends on the average cell area, for the results

presented in this work, the average cell area is 40 and we

find P ref
0 = 23 provides a good description of the data.

Thus, using P ref
0 = 23, we obtain

ln

✓
⌧

⌧0

◆
=

k1 � k2(P0 � 23)

T � TK + {c(P0 � 23)
. (11)

The constants k1, k2, TK and {c are independent of T
and P0; they only depend on the microscopic details of
a system and dimension. For a given system, we treat
these constants as fitting parameters in the theory and
obtain their values from fit with simulation data. Note
that ⌧0 depends on the high T properties of the system,
which is nontrivial and will be explored elsewhere. Our
analysis in the low-P0 regime shows that P0-dependence
of ⌧0 is weaker and can be taken as a constant.

The minimum possible perimeter in our simulation is
26 (Appendix A) and we expect the critical P0 separating
the two regimes to be somewhere between 27 and 28. We
first concentrate on the results for P0 = 24 to 26.5 and
present ⌧ as a function of T for di↵erent P0 in Fig. 2(d).
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FIG. 2. Behavior of CPM in the low-P0 regime. (a) Typical configuration of a system at P0 = 25 and T = 2.5, close to Tg. Due
to the underlying lattice structure, minimum perimeter configuration for a certain area is a square that shows up in the low
T configuration. (b) Mean square displacement (MSD) and (c) self-overlap function, Q(t), as a function of time t for P0 = 25
show typical glassy behaviors where growth of MSD and decay of Q(t) become slower with decreasing T . (d) Relaxation time
τ as a function of T for different P0, symbols are simulation data and lines are the corresponding RFOT theory plots (Eq. 11).
(e) Angell plot in this regime shows sub-Arrhenius relaxation, symbols are data and lines are RFOT theory predictions. (f)
Simulation data (symbols) for kinetic fragility, κ(P0), in this regime also agree well with the RFOT theory prediction (line).

have

sc[Φ(P0)] = sc[Φ(P ref0 )] +
δsc[Φ(P0)]

δΦ(P0)

∣∣∣∣
P ref

0

δΦ(δP0) + . . .

Ξ[Φ(P0)] = Ξ[Φ(P ref0 )] +
δΞ[Φ(P0)]

δΦ(P0)

∣∣∣∣
P ref

0

δΦ(δP0) + . . .

(7)

where δP0 = (P0 − P ref0 ) and we have ignored higher
order terms. Within RFOT theory, glassiness, that is
the abrupt slowing down of dynamics at low T , results
from a thermodynamic transition taking place at an even
lower T , known as the Kauzmann temperature [62], TK ,
where the configurational entropy of the system vanishes

and τ diverges. Thus, sc[Φ(P ref0 )] can be written as

sc[Φ(P ref0 )] = ∆Cp(T − TK)/TK , (8)

where ∆Cp is the difference of specific heats of the liquid
and the periodic crystalline phase. Within linear order,

δΦ(P0 − P ref0 ), the change in potential due to a varia-
tion in P0 from the reference state, can be taken to be

proportional to (P0 − P ref0 ):

δsc[Φ(P0)]

δΦ(P0)

∣∣∣∣
P0=P

ref
0

δΦ(P0 − P ref0 ) = κ̄c(P0 − P ref0 )

δΞ[Φ(P0)]

δΦ(P0)

∣∣∣∣
P0=P

ref
0

δΦ(P0 − P ref0 ) = −κ̄s(P0 − P ref0 ).

(9)

Using Eqs. (7-9) in Eq. (6), we obtain

ln

(
τ

τ0

)
=

k1 − k2(P0 − P ref0 )

T − TK + κc(P0 − P ref0 )
(10)

where k1 = TKEΞ[Φ(P ref0 )]/∆Cp, k2 = TKEκ̄s/∆Cp
and κc = TKκ̄c/∆Cp are all constants. The value of

P ref0 depends on the average cell area, for the results
presented in this work, the average cell area is 40 and we

find P ref0 = 23 provides a good description of the data.

Thus, using P ref0 = 23, we obtain

ln

(
τ

τ0

)
=

k1 − k2(P0 − 23)

T − TK + κc(P0 − 23)
. (11)

The constants k1, k2, TK and κc are independent of T
and P0; they only depend on the microscopic details of
a system and dimension. For a given system, we treat
these constants as fitting parameters in the theory and
obtain their values from fit with simulation data. Note
that τ0 depends on the high T properties of the system,
which is nontrivial and will be explored elsewhere. Our
analysis in the low-P0 regime shows that P0-dependence
of τ0 is weaker and can be taken as a constant.

The minimum possible perimeter in our simulation is
26 (Appendix A) and we expect the critical P0 separating
the two regimes to be somewhere between 27 and 28. We
first concentrate on the results for P0 = 24 to 26.5 and
present τ as a function of T for different P0 in Fig. 2(d).
We fit one set of data presented in Fig. 2(d) with Eq.
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FIG. 3. Behavior of CPM in the large-P0 regime. (a) Typical configuration of the system with P0 = 34 and T = 0.5 close
to Tg. The cell boundaries become irregular to satisfy the perimeter constraint. (b) Relaxation time τ as a function of T ,
symbols are data and lines are RFOT theory fits (Eq. 12). (c) τ0 as a function of P0. The line is a fit with a function
ln τ0(P0) = a + b/(P0 − c) with a = 3.79, b = 2.58 and c = 27.72. (d) Angell plot for the same data (symbols) as in (b), lines
are RFOT theory plots (Eq. 12). (e) τ/τ0 for different P0 follow a master curve, the line is RFOT theory result. The data
collapse illustrates that glassiness in this regime is independent of P0. (f) Schematic illustration of the dynamics as a barrier
crossing between two equal-energy minima.

(11) and obtain the parameters as follows: τ0 = 45.13,
k1 = 14.78, k2 = 1.21, TK = 0.0057 and κc = 0.31. Note
that with these constants fixed, there is no other fitting
parameter in the theory, we now show the plot of Eq.
(11), as a function of T for different values of P0 with
lines in Fig. 2(d). Figure 2(e) shows the same data in
Angell plot representation that shows τ as a function of
Tg/T in semi-log scale. All the curves meet at T = Tg by
definition. The simulation data agree well with RFOT
predictions at low T where the theory is applicable.

When τ ∼ exp[CA/T ], where CA is a constant, we
obtain a straight line in the Angell plot representation
of τ , as in Fig. 2(e); this is the well-known Arrhe-
nius behavior [16, 17]. Super-Arrhenius behavior, where
τ changes faster than the Arrhenius law, leads to the
relaxation time curves below this straight line whereas
sub-Arrhenius behavior, that is slower than the Arrhe-
nius law, shows up as the curves being above this line
in Angell plot representation. In most equilibrium glassy
systems, τ increases similar to or faster than Arrhenius
law [16, 17, 48]. One striking feature of the Angell plot
in Fig. 2(e) is the sub-Arrhenius nature of τ . Simi-
lar results were reported for voronoi and vertex mod-
els in Refs. [27, 63] demonstrating similarities between
CPM and vertex-based models. Within our RFOT the-
ory, the sub-Arrhenius relaxation appears due to the dis-
tinctive interaction potential imposed by the perimeter
constraint, in a regime controlled by geometric restric-

tion, and appears when the system is about to satisfy
the perimeter constraint. An important characteristic of
this regime is that [TK −κc(P0 − 23)] becomes negative.
We get back to this point in Sec. V when we subject our
RFOT theory to more stringent tests.

One can define a kinetic fragility, κ(P0), and fit the
simulation data for different P0 with the form ln(τ/τ0) =

1/(κ(P0)[T/T effK − 1]). We present κ(P0) in Fig. 2(f)
where symbols are values obtained from fits with simu-
lation data and the dotted line is theoretical prediction,
the agreement, again, is remarkable. Fragility of the sys-
tem decreases as P0 increases and κ(P0) becomes more
negative consistent with stronger sub-Arrhenius behav-
ior.

Large-P0 regime: In this regime most cells satisfy
the perimeter constraint, cell boundaries are nonlinear
[Fig. 3(a)], and dynamics becomes independent of P0

implying constant values of Ξ and sc. Then the RFOT
theory, Eq. (6) after a straightforward algebra, becomes

ln

(
τ

τ0(P0)

)
=

Ξ

T − TK
. (12)

Although Pi = P0 on the average, there are fluctuations
of Pi around P0 when T 6= 0. The interaction potential is
governed by these fluctuations that are stronger at higher
T . Thus, P0-dependence of τ0 is important in this regime.

Figure 3(b) shows τ as a function of T ; they clearly
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FIG. 4. Tests of our extended RFOT theory. (a) Theory predicts super-Arrhenius behavior for P0 ≤ 23. Angell plot for low-P0

simulation data (symbols) agree well with the RFOT theory predictions, Eq. (11) (lines). (b) Comparison of Tg at different
P0 between simulation (symbols) and RFOT theory (dashed line). (c) τ for the model with λP = 0 and different values of
J , symbols are simulation data and lines are RFOT theory (Eq. 13). (d) Simulation data (symbols) for this system show
super-Arrhenius behavior and constant fragility and agree well with the RFOT theory (lines). (e) Stretching exponent β for
P0 = 25 as a function of T . Fit of simulation data with the RFOT theory expression, Eq. (14), gives A = 0.62 and B = 0.3. (f)
Trends of β as a function of P0 at different T agree well with the RFOT theory predictions, Eq. (14), with A and B obtained
from the fit in (e).

vary for different P0 and this difference comes from P0-
dependence of τ0. We fit Eq. (12) with one set of data
and obtain Ξ = 1.54, TK = 0.052 and a corresponding
value for τ0(P0). Keeping Ξ and TK fixed, we next fit rest
of the data to obtain τ0(P0). The fits are shown by lines
in Fig. 3(b) and τ0(P0) is shown in Fig. 3(c) where the
line is a proposed form: ln τ0(P0) ∼ 1/(P0 − constant).
Figure 3(d) shows the Angell plot representation of the
same data as in (b) and lines are the corresponding
RFOT theory plots. Figure 3(e) shows τ/τ0 as a func-
tion of T for different values of P0, all the data following a
master curve support our hypothesis that P0-dependence
in this regime comes from τ0(P0).

More important, one would expect no glassy behavior
in this regime if a rigidity transition, as in the vertex
model [19, 20], controlled glassiness . In contrast, CPM
shows the presence of glassy behavior even in this regime,
where q at Tg is proportional to P0 [Fig. 1(c)], thus, q
cannot be an order parameter for the glass transition in
CPM. As apparent from Fig. 3(a), the configuration in
this regime is disordered; at strictly zero T , the mini-
mum energy of the system is zero as cells are able to
satisfy the area and perimeter constraints. However, the
ground state is degenerate with a large multiplicity [24].
Dynamics in this regime can be viewed as exploration of
the system among these equal energy ground state con-
figurations. Consider two such states, shown by a and
b in a schematic energy landscape plot [16] in Fig. 3(f).

The energy difference between the states is zero, but they
are separated by a barrier; any dynamics necessarily re-
quires change in area, even for the moves where perime-
ter can be kept constant, leading to a barrier. Within
vertex model, the nonequilibrium implementation of T1
transitions may allow transition between two such states
(going from (i) to (iii) in Fig. 1(a)) without a cost; this is,
possibly, the source of dynamics even at zero T , leading
to the rigidity transition. However, the absence of this
nonequilibrium process within CPM forbids any dynam-
ics at strictly zero T as barrier crossings are not allowed;
this rules out the rigidity transition of vertex models [19]
in CPM. In contrast to the vertex models, this rigidity
transition is also absent in equilibrium voronoi models
[27, 54], the source of this difference remains unclear. A
more detailed understanding of the effect of the T1 tran-
sitions in vertex models is outside the scope of the current
work.

V. FURTHER TESTS OF EXTENDED RFOT
THEORY

Having demonstrated that our RFOT theory captures
the key characteristics of glassiness in a confluent sys-
tem, we now subject our theory to stringent tests through
three different questions:

Within the theory sub-Arrhenius behavior is found
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when the effective TK is negative, i.e., TK−κc(P0−23) <
0 (Eq. (11)). This implies super-Arrhenius behavior for
P0 ≤ (TK + 23κc)/κc ≈ 23. We now simulate the sys-
tem in this regime and show the Angell plot in Fig. 4(a)
where symbols represent simulation data and the corre-
sponding lines are RFOT theory predictions. We empha-
size that these curves are not fits, we simply plot Eq. (11)
with the constants as obtained earlier. All the relaxation
curves for different P0 are super-Arrhenius as predicted
by the theory. Ref. [63] show super-Arrhenius behavior
in voronoi model simulations in the low-P0 regime, con-
sistent with our theory. Figure 4(b) shows comparison
of Tg, obtained from simulation and RFOT theory, for
different P0.

Next, we illustrate that the sub-Arrhenius behavior
and negative kinetic fragility is a result of the perimeter
constraint in Eq. (1) and confluency alone is not enough
for such behavior. We simulate a confluent system with
λP = 0 and study the glassy behavior as a function of J
(Eq. 1). Considering the reference system at a moderate
value of J , a similar calculation as above gives the RFOT
expression for τ as

ln

(
τ

τ0

)
=

k1 + k2J

T − TK − κcJ
, (13)

where k1, k2, TK and κc are constants. Fitting Eq. (13)
with simulation data for J = 1, we obtain k1 = 0.284,
k2 = 0.84, TK = 0.04856 and κc = 0.157. Figure 4(c)
shows simulation data for τ as a function of T for dif-
ferent J (symbols) as well as the corresponding RFOT
theory (Eq. 13) predictions (lines). The Angell plot cor-
responding to these data are shown in Fig. 4(d). The
system exhibits super-Arrhenius relaxation and data for
different J follow a master curve, in agreement with the-
ory. These results are important from at least two as-
pects: first, they show that systems with and without
the perimeter constraint are qualitatively different [42],
and second, that the presence of the perimeter constraint
is crucial for the sub-Arrhenius behavior of the system.

Finally, we compare the stretching exponent β [66, 67]
that describes decay of the overlap function Q(t) ∼
exp[−(t/τ)β ]. The RFOT expression for β (Appendix
B) is

β = A
[

1 +

{ B[k1 − k2(P0 − 23)]

T − TK + κc(P0 − 23)

}2
]−1/2

, (14)

where A and B are two constants; we fit Eq. (14) with
the simulation data for P0 = 25, as shown in Fig. 4(e),
and obtain A = 0.62 and B = 0.3. We then compare the
RFOT predictions with simulation data for different P0

as shown in Fig. 4(f) for four different T . Again, the
trends for β agree quite well with theoretical predictions.

VI. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTS

We now demonstrate the applicability of CPM to bio-
logical systems through comparison of theoretical predic-
tions with existing experimental data. Instead of a de-
tailed comparison with a particular system, as is common
for biophysical modeling, our aim here is to illustrate that
CPM captures the key characteristics of dynamics in a
wide class of confluent cellular monolayer. An important
characteristic of glassiness is the non-Gaussian nature of
the van-Hove function, G(∆X,∆t), which is the proba-
bility distribution of displacements, within time ∆t, of
the constituent cells in the system, defined as

G(∆X,∆t) = 〈δ(∆X − [Xσ
cm(t0 + ∆t)−Xσ

cm(t0)])〉σ,t0
(15)

where the averaging is over all cells and t0. G(∆X,∆t)
is Gaussian at small ∆X and deviates from the Gaus-
sian behavior at large ∆X as shown in Fig. 5(a). Sim-
ilar non-Gaussian behavior of the van-Hove function at
large displacement has been reported for the dynamics in
a confluent cellular monolayer of MDCK (Madin-Derby
Canine Kidney) cells in Ref. [18] and for breast cancer
cells in Ref. [64].

We next compare our simulation results for probability
distribution function (PDF) of cell velocities, v, with the
experiments of Ref. [65]. Tail of the PDF is important as
rare events are crucial in glassy dynamics. Following Ref.
[65], we call the PDF of v as Ω(v), the circumferentially
averaged-PDF, which is defined in Appendix C. Figure
5(b) shows the Ω(v) for v at different P0 and T in our
simulation and the Ω(v) for the scaled velocity, v/vav,
where vav is the averaged velocity, follow a master curve
(Fig. 5c). We find that Ω(v) deviates from a Gaussian
distribution (Fig. 5c) and well-described by a q-Gaussian
distribution, fqG, defined in the Appendix D. This result
also highlights the distinctive nature of glassiness in a
confluent system from that in particulate systems, where
Ω(v) follows a Gaussian distribution [68]. Further, we
find that the standard deviation (S.D.) of the velocity
distribution linearly depends on vav at different P0 and
T (Fig. 5d). In the simulations, we have used state
points both in low-P0 and large-P0 regimes at different
T and the points in Fig. 5(d) are marked with three
different colors based on τ at that particular (P0, T ). As
the system becomes more glassy, that is τ increases, the
points in the (vav, S.D.) plot moves towards the origin.
As can be seen in Fig. 5(d), this behavior is similar both
in low-P0 and large-P0 regimes. These results, i.e., data
collapse of Ω(v) as a function of v/vav and the master
curve being described by a q-Gaussian function, linear
variation of S.D. with vav and movement of data points
in (vav, S.D.) plot towards origin as the system becomes
more glassy are also found in experiments of Ref. [65].

Finally, we compare the dynamics within CPM with
the experiments of Ref. [10]; in particular, we use the
data for Q(t) to obtain the values for the control param-
eters, and then compare the data for four-point correla-
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FIG. 5. Comparison with experiments. (a) The van-Hove function, Eq. (15), for the one-dimensional displacement ∆X within
a time ∆t in units of τ/5. P0 = 30 and T = 1.2 for these results. Symbols are simulation data and lines are fits to Gaussian
function. The non-Gaussian nature of G(∆X,∆t) at large ∆X are also found in experiments [18, 64]. (b) Ω(v) as a function
of v for different P0 and T . (c) Ω(v) for v/vav for the data in (b) follow a master curve that is well-described by q-Gaussian,
and not Gaussian, distribution. (d) Standard deviation (S.D.) as a function of vav at various P0 and T follows a straight line.
We have chosen different colors for τ in three regimes shown in the figure. Point in the plot corresponding to a system with
higher τ shifts towards the origin. The dotted line is a linear fit to the data: f(x) = a+ bx with a ' 5.5× 10−5 and b ' 0.55.
The results in (c) and (d) are in agreement with experiments [65]. (e) Q(t) at different P0 and T . The simulation parameters
are chosen in such a way that Q(t) qualitatively agree with the experimental data in Ref. [10] (in Fig. S1(e)). Lines are CPM
results and symbols are experimental data. (f) Comparison of χ4(t) in CPM (lines) corresponding to the same P0 and T as in
(e) and experimental data (symbols) from Fig. S1(f) in [10].

tion functions, χ4(t) (defined in Appendix A), in Figs.
5(e) and (f) respectively. We have chosen different val-
ues of P0 and T to best represent Q(t) presented in Fig.
S1(e) in the Sup. Mat. of Ref. [10], as shown in Fig.
5(e) by symbols and lines represent CPM data where
we rescaled and shifted time in the theory. Note that
the time-scale in a Monte-Carlo simulation is arbitrary,
therefore, a scaling of this time is not important. We
have rescaled the simulation time (in logarithmic scale)
by a factor of 2.5 and shifted it by ≈ 1.9 to show them
on the same scale as the experimental data. We plot the
corresponding χ4(t) from our simulation as a function of
the same rescaled time as in Fig. 5(e) along with the
experimental data in Fig. 5(f). Qualitative agreement of
χ4(t) between CPM results and experimental data [10]
in Fig. 5(f) demonstrates that CPM does qualitatively
capture the information of dynamic heterogeneity, given
by χ4(t) [69], in the experimental system.

VII. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

Complete confluency imposes a strong geometric re-
striction bringing about two different regimes as P0 is
varied. Our theory traces the unusual sub-Arrhenius be-
havior to the distinctive nature of interaction potential

resulting via the perimeter constraint and shows up in
a regime where the system is about to satisfy this con-
straint. Qualitative similarities of the results presented
here with those from vertex-based simulations [19, 27, 63]
suggest glassiness in such systems depends on two key
elements, first, the energy function, and second, the con-
fluent nature, and not the microscopic details, of the
models. We believe, the RFOT theory that we have de-
veloped is applicable to a general confluent system and
not restricted to CPM. In particular, the simulation re-
sults of vertex-based models can be understood within
the RFOT theory that we have developed here [46]. The
three predictions of the theory that we have discussed,
namely super-Arrhenius behavior in a different region of
low-P0 regime, super-Arrhenius and constant fragility in
a model with λP = 0 and the stretching exponents at
different P0 agree well with our simulation data within
CPM. These predictions can be easily tested in vertex-
based simulations, such results will further establish the
similarity (or the lack of it) of such models with CPM.

Vertex-model simulations have argued the rigidity
transition controls the glassy dynamics, and the observed
shape index, q, has been interpreted as a structural or-
der parameter for glass transition [9, 19, 20]. Our study
shows that these results are not generic for confluent sys-
tems. The rigidity transition in vertex-models as geomet-
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ric incompatibility in the two regimes have been studied
in the literature [70, 71]; our results, however, seem to
indicate this transition is a result of the nonequilibrium
nature of the T1 transitions within Vertex model. The
lowest value of q is determined by geometric restriction
in the low-P0 regime whereas it is proportional to P0 in
the large-P0 regime although glassiness is found in both;
thus, q can not be treated as an order parameter for
glassy dynamics within CPM.

Control parameters of glassiness in a confluent system
are different from those in particulate systems. The ex-
periments of Ref. [13] on human mammary epithelial
MCF-10A cells show that expression of RAB5A, that
does not affect number density, fluidizes the system.
Careful measurements reveal RAB5A affects the junction
proteins in cortex that determines the target perimeter
P0 [13, 14], which is a control parameter for glassiness in
such systems. We emphasize that the presence of lattice
in CPM only affects the quantitative values of the pa-
rameters: for example, on a square lattice the minimum
perimeter configuration for a certain area is a square.
However, this, we believe, does not affect the qualitative
behaviors and the physics behind them.

Apart from biological importance for simulating con-
fluent systems, CPM provides an interesting system to
study from purely theoretical point of view to understand
glassy dynamics in a new light; the well-defined equilib-
rium limit and discrete nature of the model are advan-
tages over vertex models. It is important to understand
the source of the sub-Arrhenius nature of relaxations in
more detail, though it is unusual in particulate system,
it is not unique to confluent systems. Is it possible to
define models of point particles with specific interaction
potential to find similar behavior?

We have demonstrated that simulation results of CPM
agree well with existing experimental data on diverse con-
fluent cellular systems: the non-Gaussian van-Hove func-
tion [18, 64], the nontrivial velocity distribution [65], re-
lation between the standard deviation of velocities with
their averages [65], the behavior of two- and four-point
functions [10], limiting value of observed shape index in
the low-P0 regime [9], etc have also been found in experi-
ments. The non-Gaussian velocity distribution highlights
the distinctive nature of glassiness in confluent systems
compared to that in particulate systems [65, 68]; agree-
ment of this distribution between CPM and experiments
on a variety of systems is, therefore, encouraging. A cru-
cial result of our simulations is the presence of glassy
behavior in the large-P0 regime, where vertex-model sim-
ulations suggest absence of glassiness [19, 20]; the differ-
ence seems to come from the details of how T1 transitions
are included within the two models. The complex bio-
chemical reactions that governs dynamics in a biological
system is represented by T in CPM. As metabolic activ-
ity reduces, self-propulsion, which is absent in the current
model, as well as T also decrease. Therefore, experimen-
tal verification of presence or absence of glassiness in the
large-P0 regime as metabolism is decreased in a biological

system along the lines of Refs. [14, 72] can be a critical
test for applicability of CPM.
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Appendix A: Simulation details

For the results presented here, unless otherwise spec-
ified, we use a system of size 120 × 120 with 360 cells
and an average cell area of 40. The minimum possible
perimeter for a cell with area 40 on a square lattice is 26.
We start with a rectangular cell initialization with 5× 8
sites having same Potts variable and equilibrate the sys-
tem for at least 8× 105 MC time steps before collecting
data. We have set λA = 1 and λP = 0.5 for the results
presented here. We have checked that the behavior re-
mains same for other values of λP as well as cell sizes
(data not presented).

Mean square displacement and self-overlap
function: Dynamics is quantified through the mean
square displacement (MSD) and the self-overlap func-
tion, Q(t). MSD is defined as

MSD =
1

N

N∑

σ=1

〈(Xσ
cm(t+ t0)−Xσ

cm(t0))2〉t0 , (A1)

where Xσ
cm(t) is center of mass of cell σ at time t, 〈. . .〉t0

denotes averaging over initial times t0 and the overline
implies an averaging over ensembles. Unless otherwise
stated, we have taken 50 t0 averaging and 20 configura-
tions for ensemble averaging. Q(t) and χ4(t) are defined
as

Q(t) =
1

N

N∑

σ=1

〈W (a− |Xσ
cm(t+ t0)−Xσ

cm(t0)|)〉t0

= 〈Q̃(t)〉t0 ,
χ4(t) = N(〈Q̃(t)2〉t0 − 〈Q̃(t)〉2t0) (A2)

where W (x) is a heaviside step function

W (x) =

{
1 if x ≥ 0

0 if x < 0
(A3)

and a is a parameter that we set to 1.12.
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Appendix B: Stretching exponent for the decay of
the self-overlap function

It is well-known that the decay of self-overlap func-
tion, Q(t), in a glassy system can be described through
a stretched exponential function [66], the Kohlrausch-
Williams-Watts (KWW) formula [73, 74] given by,

Q(t) = A exp[−(t/τ)β ], (B1)

where A is a constant, of the order of unity, τ , the re-
laxation time and β is the stretching exponent. RFOT
theory allows calculation of β through the fluctuation of
local free energy barriers ∆F [67]. We assume that ∆F
follows a Gaussian distribution given by,

P (∆F ) =
1√

2πσ2
F

exp

[
− (∆F −∆F0)2

2σ2
F

]
(B2)

where ∆F0 is the mean of the distribution and σF is the
standard deviation, which gives a measure of the fluctu-
ation. Following Xia and Wolynes [67], we obtain β as

β =
[
1 +

(σF
T

)2]− 1
2

, (B3)

where we have set Boltzmann constant kB to unity. For
the Gaussian distribution of ∆F , we obtain [67],

δsc
〈sc〉

∼ σF
∆F0

, (B4)

with δsc ∼
√

∆Cp/V , where V ∼ ξd is the typical vol-
ume of the mosaics. In the low-P0 regime, where we have
compared our RFOT theory predictions with the simu-
lation results, the length scale ξ of the mosaics, Eq. (3),
is given by,

ξ ∼
[ k1 − k2(P0 − P ref0 )

T − TK + κc(P0 − P ref0 )

]1/(d−θ)
(B5)

and, 〈sc〉 ∼
∆Cp
TK

[T − TK + κc(P0 − P ref0 )]. (B6)

Using Eqs. (B5) and (B6), we obtain

δsc
〈sc〉

∝ [k1 − k2(P0 − P ref0 )]−1. (B7)

The mean free energy barrier (∆F0) is obtained, by using
R = ξ in Eq. (2), as

∆F0 ∝
[ T [k1 − k2(P0 − P ref0 )]2

T − TK + κc(P0 − P ref0 )

]
. (B8)

Using Eqs. (B7), (B8) and (B4) in Eq. (B3), we obtain
β as

β =
[
1 +

{ B[k1 − k2(P0 − P ref0 )]

T − TK + κc(P0 − P ref0 )

}2]−1/2
(B9)

where B is a constant. It is well-known that RFOT the-
ory predicts the correct trends of β, but the absolute
values differ by a constant factor even for a particulate
system [67]. Since we are interested in the trend of β as
a function of P0, we multiply Eq. (B9) by a constant A
to account for this discrepancy and obtain

β = A
[
1 +

{ B[k1 − k2(P0 − P ref0 )]

T − TK + κc(P0 − P ref0 )

}2]−1/2
. (B10)

The constants k1, k2, TK and κc are already determined,
A and B are obtained through the fit of Eq. (B10) with
the simulation data for P0 = 25 as a function of T .

Appendix C: Calculation of Ω(v) in our simulation

Ref. [65] looks into the circumferentially averaged-
PDF [Ω(v)]. Following Ref. [65], we have obtained the
Ω(v) as follows: We calculate velocities of different cells
from their displacements, r, of their centers of mass af-
ter 100 MC steps and define v = r/100. We then use a
velocity-grid labeled by i and obtain the number of ve-
locity events, Oi, within a range vi and vi+1. Finally, we
obtain

Ω(vi) =
1

Nv

Oi
2πvidvi

(C1)

where vi = (vi + vi+1)/2, dvi = (vi+1− vi) and Nv is the
total number of velocity events.

Appendix D: q-Gaussian distribution

The Ω(v) is well described by a q-Gaussian distribu-
tion, fqG, defined as

fqG(v) = Aq(1 +Bqv
2)−λq (D1)

where λq = 1/(q − 1), Aq = (1/π)(λq − 1)Bq, and Bq =

(π/4) [Γ(λq − 3/2)/Γ(λq − 1)]
2
. Γ(. . .) is the Gamma

function. From the fit we obtain q = 1.06 (q here is
different from shape index).
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